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About us 
Rajbhasha Organization like any other department is headed by the Divisional 

Railway Manager at the divisional level. Currently, Dr.A.K. Sinha  is the DRM. 

 

       The administrative control lies with the Additional Divisional Railway Manager 

called as Additional Mukhya Rajbhasha Adhikari. Sri C.M.Gupta  is the ADRM & AMRA. 

The organisational structure of Hindi Section is as follows:- 

 

      In Nanded Division there is one post of Rajbhasha Adhikari and the present 

incumbent is Sri Abdul Mateen, assissted by Two Sr. Translator,  two Jr. Translators 

and at present two posts of Sr. Translators are lying vacant. 

 

Implementation of Rajbhasha on Nanded Division 

 

The Geographical position of Nanded Division is Unique in a way, since as per the 

Official Languages Rule 1976 it is the confluence of all the three Regions, “A” . ”B”,”C ”. 

Out of the total 80 Stations situated on this Division, 04 are in Madhya Pradesh, 72 in 

Maharashtra, and remaining 04 in Telangana state . 

 

The progress of Rajbhasha on this Division is as follows:- 

 

Apart from Divisional Official Language Implementation Committee there are 09 

Official Language Implementation Sub Committees for monitoring the implementation of 

Hindi, they are :- 

 

1 Nanded Station. 2 Adilibad Station 3 Purna station   

4 Purna (Loco) 5 Selu Station 6 Jalna Station 

7 Aurangabad Station 8 Akola Station 9 Khandwa (M.G.)Station 

 

There are 07 Hindi libraries on this division and the total available books in these 

libraries are 7283 and are named after the famous Hindi Literary personalities the 

details are as follows :- 

 

 

Sr.No Station /Place Name of the library 

01 Divisional Office Suryakant Tripathi Nirala 

02 Nanded Station Munshi Premchand 

03 Purna Station Ramdhari Singh Dinkar 

04 Jalna Station Ravindra Nath Tagore 

05 Aurangabad Station Shivsagar Mishra 

06 Akola Station Mahadevi Verma 

07 Khandwa Station Makhanlal Chaturvedi. 

Hindi Training 

All the officers and employees including both the administrative and operational 

are trained in Hindi. 

Hindi Typing and stenography training. 

       There are only two typists working on Nanded Division and both of the are working in Hindi 

on computers. All the 05 stenographers are tained in Hindi stenography and all of them are 

doing their day to day work in Hindi regularly.   



Total Stations. 

There are 80 stations on Nanded division the break-up of which is as follows. 

      “A” Region04 stations 

      “B” Region72 stations 

      “C” Region04 Stations. 

      All the 80 Station Working Rules have been translated and each and every station 

has been provided with Hindi version of SWR and are being revised in Hindi also as and 

when the English version are revised. 

 

Hindi Workshop 

As per the target laid down in Annual programme for Rajbhasha Implementation, 05 

workshops have been organized during the year gone by. Through these workshops, the 

hesitation of the employees is removed and are encouraged to do their official work in Hindi. In 

this calendar year Hindi workshops were organized at KNW,J,AWB and Divisional office. 77 

employees were trained. 

 

Technical Seminars in Hindi. 

Taking advantage of the geographical area and linguistic 

interest of the staff as well as the common people, every 

month at least one safety seminar is organized either 

at Railway stations or at level crossings, on various 

aspects of safety. At times even street plays are also 

organized highlighting the importance of safety in Hindi 

and in marathi. 

 

 

 

Birth anniversaries of great literary personalities 

 As per the action plan given by Hqrs birth anniversaries 

of personalities of great literary 

are being celebrated on this division. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rajbhasha Fortnight. 

 

In order to generate an interest in Hindi and to encourage 

the officers and 

staff to work in Hindi . Every year Rajbhasha Fortnight is 

celebrated on this division. 

       As a part of these celebrations various Hindi 

competitions were held such as Hindi Essay, Elocution, 

Noting and drafting, memory competitions at various 

important stations of the Division apart from the divisional 

office, so that maximum employee can 

participate without disturbing their official work. 

       Special table training programme was also conducted during this period. 



Special efforts : 

 

As a part of Rajbhasha fortnight, award distribution 

function was organized on  24.09.2015 in Divl. Office / 

Nanded under the Chairmanship of Dr.A.K.Sinha, DRM/NED.  
On this  occasion the staff who have done excellent 

 work in Hindi during the year 2014-2015 were 

 awarded with cash award and merit certificate. 

 ADRM/NED, all the officers, Sr. Supervisor & 

 staff in large number attended the function. 

 

 

 

As a part of Rajbhasha fortnight a grand Hindi 

 Quiz competition was organized during the 

 Hindi fortnight celebrations in which six teams 

 of the officers and 20 teams of the employees 

 participated with full enthusiasm .  
 
 

 

 

 

 

Every opportunity is made use of by the local 

 talent in exhibiting their skills during various 

 cultural activities held on different occasions 

 such as 26th January, 15th August, Railway week 

 celebrations, Hindi week celebrations, Vigilance 

 awareness week etc. 

 

 

 

 

 Every month a Hindi News letter “Ajanta Darpan” is being published uninterruptedly since 

 June 2009  where in the achievements and activities of this division are  reflected in Hindi and 

it reaches to Railway board , all Zonal Railways , Divisions and all officers ,  all stations  of the 

Ned division. 
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